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T. J. Kippenberg1*† and K. J. Vahala2*
The coupling of optical and mechanical degrees of freedom is the underlying principle of many
techniques to measure mechanical displacement, from macroscale gravitational wave detectors to
microscale cantilevers used in scanning probe microscopy. Recent experiments have reached a
regime where the back-action of photons caused by radiation pressure can influence the
optomechanical dynamics, giving rise to a host of long-anticipated phenomena. Here we review
these developments and discuss the opportunities for innovative technology as well as for
fundamental science.
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Fig. 1. (A) Schematic of the cavity
optomechanical interaction of a cavity field (red) and a moveable mirror.
(B) Transduction mechanism for the
laser resonantly probing the cavity.
The mechanical motion (green) causes
the reflected field to be phase modulated around its steady-state value.
Phase/amplitude detector
This occurs because the mirror motion
changes the total cavity length and
B
thereby changes the resonance frequency of the cavity by w0 dxL, where
L is the separation between the two
mirrors and dx is the mirror displacement. Owing to the high Finesse of the
cavity (Fp, which describes the number
of reflections a photon undergoes on
average before escaping the cavity),
the conversion of mechanical amplitude to the phase of the field is enhanced (i.e., dϕ ≈ lF ⋅ dx, where dϕ is
Frequency
the change in the phase of the reflected
Change in cavity length
laser field and l is the incident wavelength of the laser), allowing minute
C
mirror displacements to be detected.
T≠ 0
The reflected amplitude is left unchanged. (Right) Fourier analysis of
Standard
T= 0
the reflected phase reveals the mequantum limit
chanical spectrum of the mirror moDetector
Quantum backtion. Mechanical resonance frequency
noise
action noise
(Wm), quality factor (Qm), and temperInput power
ature (Teff) can be determined using
this spectrum. (C) Sensitivity of the
interferometer measurement process for the case of a zero-temperature mechanical oscillator mirror and for
finite temperature T. For low-input laser power, detector noise due to the quantum shot noise of the laser
field dominates, whereas at higher laser power the quantum fluctuations of the light field cause the mirror to
undergo random fluctuations (quantum back-action). At the optimum power, the two sources of fluctuation
contribute equally to the measurement imprecision, constituting the SQL. At finite temperature, the
mechanical zero-point motion is masked by the presence of thermal noise.
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chanical oscillator period. Creating such delays
through an electro-optic hybrid system was later
proposed and demonstrated to induce radiationpressure “feedback cooling” of a cavity mirror
(10, 11), also known as cold damping. Whereas in
subsequent attempts dynamic radiation-pressure
phenomena were masked by thermal effects (12),
recent advances in micro- and nanofabrication

Displacement
sensitivity

he reflection of a photon entails momentum transfer, generally referred to as “radiation pressure,” with the resulting force
called the scattering force. Besides this scattering
force, the spatial variation of an intensity distribution can give rise to a gradient or dipole force.
Interest in radiation pressure was first generated
by the trapping of dielectric particles using laser
radiation (1). This technique is widely adapted
today in the biological and biophysical sciences
and is known as the “optical tweezer.” In atomic
physics, the ability to cool atoms with the use of
radiation pressure (2, 3) has enabled many advances (4), including the realization of exotic quantum states such as Bose-Einstein condensates.
Radiation pressure can also have an effect on
macroscale mechanical masses (such as on an
optical interferometer’s mirror) and has been
considered theoretically for decades (5, 6). The
mutual coupling of optical and mechanical degrees of freedom in an optical resonator (or optical cavity) has been explored in laser-based
gravitational wave interferometers, in which radiation pressure imposes limits on continuous position detection. Beyond setting detection limits,
radiation pressure can also influence the dynamics of a harmonically bound mirror. A discernable
effect on mirror motion was first demonstrated in
the optical bistability resulting from the static elongation of cavity length caused by radiation pressure
(7), and later, in work demonstrating the optical spring effect (a radiation-pressure–induced
change in stiffness of the “mirror spring”) (8). These
phenomena, however, do not rely on the cavity delay;
rather, each results from an adiabatic response of
the cavity field to mechanical motion. Phenomena
of a purely dynamical nature were predicted (5, 9)
to arise when the decay time of the photons inside
the cavity is comparable to or longer than the me-

Dynamical Back-Action Versus Quantum
Back-Action
Photons at optical frequencies are uniquely suited
to measure mechanical displacement for several
reasons. First, because of the high energy of optical photons (~1 eV), thermal occupation is negligible at room temperature. Moreover, present-day
laser sources are available that offer noise performance that is limited only by quantum noise. To
measure displacement, a commonly used experimental apparatus is a Fabry-Perot interferometer,
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made it possible to access the regime where the
effects of cavity-enhanced radiation pressure alone
dominate the mechanical dynamics. Demonstrations of mechanical amplification (13, 14) and
cooling (14–16) via dynamical back-action signal that a paradigm shift (17) in the ability to
manipulate mechanical degrees of freedom is
now under way, which has long been anticipated
(18, 19). Central to all current work is the role of
back-action in setting dynamical control and performance limits. This review is intended to provide context for these recent accomplishments
and also to present an overview of possible and
anticipated future research directions.
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whose purpose is to determine differential changes mum sensitivity of an interferometer is achieved monic frequency]. Much research in the past
in distance between the two end mirrors (Fig. 1A). at the standard quantum limit (SQL). At the SQL, decade has also focused on ways of circumventTo account for the mirror suspension or the internal detector noise and quantum back-action noise con- ing this limit. For example, the use of squeezed
mechanical modes of a mirror, it is assumed that the tribute each a position uncertainty equal to half of light (24) can enable surpassing this limit. So far,
of ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
the mirror,
end mirror is free to oscillate. This harmonic the zero-point motion p
ﬃ where the lat- however, experiments with mechanical mirrors
confinement can be either intentional or intrinsic, ter is given by x0 ¼ ℏ=2mWm [ℏ is Planck’s have not observed the radiation-pressure quantum
as we will discuss later. The high-reflectivity end constant divided by 2p, m is the effective mass back-action because it is masked by the random,
mirrors enhance the number of roundtrips photons (23) of the mirror, and Wm is the mirror’s har- thermal motion of the mirror (Fig. 1C). Fluctuations of the radiation-pressure force
undergo (by a factor F /p, where F is
have been observed in the field of
the cavity Finesse) and enable very
atomic laser cooling (25), where they
sensitive measurement of the end A
are responsible for a temperature
mirror position (Fig. 1B). For a laser
limit (the Doppler limit).
resonant with the cavity, small changes
The optical cavity mode not
in cavity length shift the cavity resonly measures the position of the
onance frequency and, enhanced by
mechanical mode, but the dynamics
the cavity Finesse, imprint large
of these two modes can also be
changes in the reflected phase of the
mutually coupled. This coupling
laser field. To date, the best displaceOptical spectrum
Cavity length
arises when the mechanical motion
ment sensitivities attained with optical
changes the intracavity field ampliinterferometers [such as those at the
Optical
Mechanical
tude, which thereby changes the
Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave B Input forces
Position
transduction
oscillator
dαout
+
radiation-pressure force experienced
Observatory (LIGO) or Fabry-Perot
dF
by the mirror. For small displacecavities (20)]
are already exceeding
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
dF
RP
ments, this occurs when the laser is
10–19 m/ Hz, which implies that a
Measurement
Quantum noise
backaction
detuned with respect to the cavity
displacement equivalent to 1/1000 of
+
dαin
resonance (Fig. 2A). This mutual
the radius of a proton can be meacoupling of optical and mechanical
sured in 1 s.
degrees of freedom can produce an
This extremely high sensitivity, C
Cavity optomechanical cooling
Laser cooling of ions
effect called dynamic back-action
however, also requires that the disthat arises from the finite cavity delay.
turbances of the measurement process
This delay leads to a component of
itself must be taken into account. The
the radiation-pressure force that is
ultimate sensitivity of an interferomin quadrature (out of phase) with
eter depends on the back-action
respect to the mechanical motion.
that photons exert onto the mechanThe component is substantial when
ically compliant mirror, caused by
the cavity photon lifetime is comparadiation pressure. In terms of mirrorrable to, or larger than, the mechanical
displacement measurement, two fundamental sources of imprecision Fig. 2. (A) Dynamic back-action results from the coupling of the mechanical oscillator period and creates an
exist (Fig. 1C). First, there is the motion to the fluctuations of the intracavity field amplitude (da), which occurs effective mechanical damping of
detector noise that, for an ideal laser when the cavity is excited in a detuned manner. In the frequency domain, the electromagnetic origin. This is the
source (emitting a coherent state) amplitude modulation at Wm can be interpreted as sidebands around the optical essence of dynamic back-action (5),
and an ideal detector, is given by the laser frequency (shown at right). The sideband amplitudes are asymmetric because which, like quantum back-action,
random arrival of photons at the of the density of states of the cavity. This photon imbalance results in work on the modifies the motion of the object
detector; i.e., shot noise. The detec- mechanical oscillator (either amplification or cooling), as is further detailed in Fig. 4. being measured (the mirror). Unlike
tor signal-to-noise ratio increases (B) Basic elements of a feedback loop describing the measurement process and its quantumback-action,which effectively
with laser power, thereby improving back-action on the mirror. The mechanical oscillator is subject to a force dF (e.g., sets a measurement precision (by
the measurement precision. Increas- because of the thermal force or an externally applied signal force) that induces a causing the mirror to be subjected
ing power, however, comes at the mechanical response (dx). The latter causes a change in the optical field (either in to a stochastic force resulting from
expense of increased intracavity opti- amplitude da or in phase, depending on the detuning), allowing measurement of quantum fluctuations of the field),
cal power, causing a back-action mechanical position. This transduction is not instantaneous on account of the finite the effect of dynamic back-action is
onto the mirror. This leads to a sec- cavity lifetime. For a detuned laser, the amplitude change caused by this measure- to modify the dynamical behavior of
ond source of imprecision: The result- ment process feeds back to the mechanical oscillator through the radiation- the mirror in a predictable manner.
ing random momentum kicks of pressure force, closing the feedback loop. The sign of the feedback depends on the Two consequences of this form of
reflected photons create a mirror- cavity detuning and can produce either damping (red-detuned pump) or ampli- back-action in the context of gravification (blue-detuned pump). In a quantum description, this feedback branch is
tational wave detection have been
displacement noise. This random force
not noiseless but is subjected to quantum noise of the optical field (dain), which
identified. With a laser field bluecauses the mechanical oscillator to be
yields a random force due to the quantum fluctuations of the field (i.e., the
driven and thus effectively heated. quantum back-action). Although dynamic back-action can be prevented by probing detuned relative to the optical cavity
Although this noise can also contain a the cavity on resonance (causing da = 0 and thereby preventing feedback), the mode, the mirror motion can be decontribution due to classical sources quantum back-action nevertheless feeds into the mechanical oscillators’ input (and stabilized (5) as a result of mechanof noise (excess phase or amplitude thereby reinforces the SQL. daout are the amplitude fluctuations of the reflected ical amplification (13). Similar to the
noise), it is ultimately, under ideal cir- laser field; dFRP are the fluctuations in the radiation pressure force. (C) Analogy of operation of a laser, the onset of this
cumstances, bound by the quantum dynamical back-action cooling to the laser cooling of harmonically bound ions. In instability occurs when the mechannature of light and is termed quantum both the case of a harmonically trapped ion and a harmonically oscillating end ical gain equals the mechanical loss
back-action (21, 22). Taking into ac- mirror of a cavity, a dissipative force arises because of the Doppler effect. V(x) rate and could thus create an effective limit to boosting detection sencount both contributions, the opti- denotes the trapping potential of the mirror and ion.
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Gravity wave
detectors
(LIGO, Virgo, GEO,..)

Many more structures exist that should
also realize an optomechanical interaction in
an efficient manner. In particular, nanophotonic devices such as photonic crystal membrane cavities or silicon ring resonators might
be ideal candidates owing to their small mode
volume, high-Finesse, and finite rigidity. Owing
to their small length scale, these devices exhibit fundamental flexural frequencies well
into the gigahertz regime, but their mechanical
quality factors have so far not been studied,
nor has optomechanical coupling been observed. As described in the next section, such
high frequencies are interesting in the context
of regenerative oscillation and ground
state cooling.
Hz

Cooling and Amplification Using
Dynamical Back-Action
The cooling of atoms or ions using radiation pressure has received substantial
Harmonically
attention and has been a successful tool
suspended
gram-scale mirrors
in atomic and molecular physics. Dynamical back-action allows laser cooling
of mechanical oscillators in a similar manMirror coated
ner. The resemblance between atomic
AFM-cantilevers
laser cooling and the cooling of a mechanical oscillator coupled to an optical (or
electronic) resonator is a rigorous one
Micromirrors
(34). In both cases, the motion (of the
ion, atom, or mirror) induces a change in
the resonance frequency, thereby coupling the motion to the optical (or cavity)
SiN3 membranes
resonance (Fig. 2C). Indeed, early work
has exploited this coupling to sense the
atomic trajectories of single atoms in
Fabry-Perot cavities (35, 36) and, more
Optical microcavities
recently, in the context of collective atomic
motion (37, 38). This coupling is not only
restricted to atoms or cavities but also has
CPW-resonators
been predicted for a variety of other
MHz
coupled to nanopg
systems. For example, the cooling of a
resonators
mechanical oscillator can be achieved
using coupling to a quantum dot (39), a
trapped ion (40), a Cooper pair box (41),
Fig. 3. Experimental cavity optomechanical systems.
(Top to Bottom) Gravitational wave detectors [photo an LC circuit (5, 32), or a microwave stripcredit LIGO Laboratory], harmonically suspended gram- line cavity (33). Although the feedback
scale mirrors (28), coated atomic force microscopy canti- loop of Fig. 2B explains how damping
levers (29), coated micromirrors (14, 15), SiN3 membranes and instability can be introduced into the
dispersively coupled to an optical cavity (31), optical cavity optomechanical system, the orimicrocavities (13, 16), and superconducting microwave gins of cooling and mechanical amplifiresonators coupled to a nanomechanical beam (33). The cation are better understood with the use
masses range from kilograms to picograms, whereas fre- of a motional sideband approach, as dequencies range from tens of megahertz down to the hertz scribed in Fig. 4 (13).
Cooling has been first demonstrated for
level. CPW, coplanar waveguide.
micromechanical oscillators coupled to
yet another approach has separated optical and optical cavities (14–16) and, using an electromemechanical degrees of freedom by using a min- chanical analog, for a Cooper pair box coupled
iature high-Finesse optical cavity and a separate to a nanomechanical beam (41). Because the menanometric membrane (31). Whereas the afore- chanical modes in experiments are high Q (and
mentioned embodiments have been in the optical are thus very well isolated from the reservoir), they
domain, devices in the micro- and radiowave do- are easily resolved in the spectra of detected probe
main have also been fabricated (22, 32), such as a light reflected from the optical cavity (Fig. 1B).
nanomechanical resonator coupled to a super- Furthermore, their effective temperature can be
inferred from the thermal energy kBT (where kB is
conducting microwave resonator (33).
Mass
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Experimental Systems
Systems that exhibit radiation-pressure dynamic
back-action must address a range of design considerations, including physical size as well as
dissipation. Dynamic back-action relies on optical retardation; i.e., is most prominent for photon
lifetimes comparable to or exceeding the mechanical oscillation period. Very low optical dissipation also means that photons are recycled
many times, thereby enhancing the weak photon
pressure on the mirror. On the other hand, the
mechanical dissipation rate governs the rate of
heating of the mechanical mirror mode by the
environment, limiting the effectiveness of optomechanical cooling. It also sets the required amplification level necessary to induce regenerative
oscillations. These considerations illustrate the
importance of high optical Finesse and mechanical Q in system design.
It is only in the past 3 years that a series of
innovative geometries (shown in Fig. 3) has
reached a regime where the observation of radiationpressure dynamic back-action could be observed.
These advances have relied on the availability and
improvements in high-Finesse mirror coatings (as
used in gravity wave detectors) and also on microand nanofabrication techniques [which are the
underlying enabling technology for nano- and microelectromechanical systems (27)]. A commonly
used hybrid system consists of a conventionalinput mirror made with a high-reflectivity coating
and an end mirror whose dimensions are meso-

scopic and which is harmonically suspended. This
end mirror has been realized in multiple ways,
such as from an etched, high-reflectivity mirror
substrate (14, 15), a miniaturized and harmonically suspended gram-scale mirror (28), or an atomic
force cantilever on which a high-reflectivity and
micron-sized mirror coating has been transferred
(29). A natural optomechanical coupling can occur
in optical microcavities, such as microtoroidal
cavities (13) or microspheres, which contain coexisting high-Q, optical whispering gallery modes,
and radio-frequency mechanical modes. This coupling can also be optimized for high optical and
mechanical Q (30). In the case of hybrid systems,

Mechanical frequency

sitivity by increasing optical power in interferometers. On the other hand, a red-detuned pump
wave can create a radiation component of mechanical damping that leads to cooling of the mechanical mode; i.e., a reduction of the mechanical
mode’s Brownian motion (9, 26).
One description of this process is given in
Fig. 2B, wherein a feedback loop that is inherent
to the cavity optomechanical system is described.
The elements of this loop include the mechanical
and optical oscillators coupled through two distinct paths. Along the upper path, a force acting
on the mechanical oscillator (for instance, the
thermal Langevin force or a signal force) causes a
mechanical displacement, which (for a detuned
laser) changes the cavity field due to the optomechanical coupling (the interferometric measurement process). However, the amplitude
fluctuations, which contain information on the
mirror position, are also coupled back to the
mechanical oscillator via radiation pressure
(lower path), resulting in a back-action. A bluedetuned pump wave sets up positive feedback
(the instability), whereas red detuning introduces
negative feedback. Resonant optical probing
(where the excitation frequency equals the cavity
resonance frequency, w = w0) interrupts the
feedback loop because changes in position only
change the phase, not the amplitude, of the field.
As described below, this feedback circuit also
clarifies the relation between “feedback cooling”
and cooling by dynamic back-action.
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Mode density (a.u.)

Mode density (a.u.)

Mode density (a.u.)

the result of amplification (negative
the Boltzman constant), which is A
Mechanical mode
damping) of the mechanical motion
directly proportional to the area of
Laser
Cavity
(13, 17, 47). In this sense, the instadetected mechanical spectral peak
mode
bility is simply the threshold condi(Fig. 1B). In the first back-action
tion in which intrinsic mechanical
cooling experiments, a temperature
loss is compensated by amplificaof ~10 K was achieved for a single
tion. This threshold phenomenon
mechanical mode. The bath and all
and the subsequent regenerative
other modes in these experiments
mechanical oscillation have been
were at room temperature, owing to
studied as a new type of optomethe highly targeted nature of cooling B
Cavity
mode
Laser
chanical oscillator (48). Above thresh(Fig. 4). Since the completion of
old, the oscillator is regenerative,
this work, cooling of a wide variety
and oscillation at microwave rates
of experimental embodiments rang(49) has been demonstrated. Addiing from nanomembranes (31) and
tionally, the phase noise of the oscilgram-scale mirrors (28) to the modes
lator has been characterized and
of kilogram-scale gravitational bar
observed to obey an inverse power
detectors (such as Aurega) has been
dependence, characteristic of fundademonstrated. At this stage, tempermental, Brownian noise (48). Quanatures are rapidly approaching a C
tum back-action is also predicted to
regime of low phonon number, where
Laser
Laser
set a fundamental low-temperature
quantum effects of the mechanical
limit to this linewidth (50). The
oscillator become important. To this
ability to amplify mechanical moend, cooling with the use of a comtion is potentially useful as a means
bination of conventional cryogenic
to boost displacements and forces
technology with dynamical backsensitivity (51). Finally, returning to
action cooling is being investigated.
the analogy with atomic physics, it is
Technical hurdles include collateral
Frequency
interesting to note that regenerative
reheating of the mechanical mode,
exacerbated by the very high me- Fig. 4. Frequency domain interpretation of optomechanical interactions in oscillation (i.e., amplification of
chanical Q, which leads to relatively terms of motional sidebands. These sidebands are created on the optical probe mechanical motion) would be exwave as photons are Doppler shifted from the mirror surface (which undergoes
pected to occur for trapped ions
long equilibration times.
harmonic motion driven by its thermal energy). Doppler scattering rates into the
under blue-detuned excitation.
Quantum back-action sets a funred (Stokes) and blue (anti-Stokes) sidebands are imbalanced when the probe
damental limit of radiation-pressure wave resides to one side of the optical resonance, which can be viewed as a
cooling (34, 42) that is equivalent to consequence of the asymmetric density of electromagnetic states (Fig. 2A). This Cavity Quantum Optomechanics
the Doppler temperature in atomic imbalance favors the Stokes sideband for a blue-detuned pump and the anti- A mechanical oscillator has a set
laser cooling (25). It may also be Stokes sideband for the red-detuned pump, thereby creating a net imbalance in of quantum states with energies
viewed as a consequence of the electromagnetic power upon scattering. This imbalance is the origin of EN ¼ ðN þ 12ÞℏWm , where N is the
Heisenberg uncertainty relation in mechanical amplification (blue detuning) and cooling (red detuning). (Cooling number of mechanical quanta, and
that a photon decaying from the res- in this fashion is similar to cavity cooling of atoms.) Only mechanical modes that N = 0 denotes the quantum ground
onator has an uncertainty in energy produce appreciable sideband asymmetry will experience significant gain or state. For a mechanical oscillator in
given by DE = ħk (where k is the cooling. Moreover, the degree of asymmetry can be controlled in an experiment the ground state, the ground state encavity decay rate), implying that the so that a particular mechanical mode can be selected for amplification or ergy, E0 ¼ ℏWm =2, gives rise to the
mechanical oscillator cannot be cooled cooling. (A) Dynamic back-action amplification of mechanical motion via a blue- zero-point motion, characterized
byﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
to a temperature lower than this lim- detuned laser field. The laser scatters pump photons into the cavity, thus the length scale x0 ¼ ℏ=2mWm .
it. It has been theoretically shown creating phonons and leading to amplification. (B) Dynamic back-action cooling As noted earlier, this length scale
(34, 42) that ground state cooling is via a red-detuned laser. Pump photons are scattered into the cavity resonance, sets the SQL of mirror position
nevertheless possible in the resolved thereby removing thermal mechanical quanta from the mechanical oscillator. uncertainty in an interferometer such
sideband regime (also called the good- (C) Two-transducer scheme. By symmetrically pumping the cavity on both upper as in Fig. 1. The zero-point motion
cavity limit), in analogy to atomic and lower sideband, only one of the quadratures of the mechanical motion is for structures shown in Fig. 3 ranges
laser cooling, where this technique measured with a precision that can exceed the standard limit, thus providing a from ~10−17 m for a macroscopic
route to preparing a mechanical oscillator in a squeezed state of mechanical
has led to ground state cooling of
mirror to ~10−12 m for the nanomemotion via measurement-induced squeezing. a.u., arbitrary units.
ions (43). This regime is characterchanical beam. Such small motions
ized by mechanical sidebands that fall well outside an optical cavity interferometer) to measure the are masked by the thermal motion of the methe cavity bandwidth and has recently been dem- mechanical motion and a “kicker” (a radiation- chanical oscillator, and to enter the regime where
onstrated experimentally (44). Detection of the pressure force exerted by a laser on the mirror) to quantum fluctuations become dominant and
ground state could probably prove to be as challeng- provide a viscous (feedback) force. The idea can observable requires that the mechanical mode’s
ing as its preparation. Proposals to measure the oc- also be understood in terms of the feedback loop in temperature satisfy kB T << ℏWm, equivalently a
cupancy are diverse, but one method is to measure Fig. 2B, wherein the lower right optical-feedback thermal occupation less than unity. Over the past
the weights of the motional sidebands generated branch is replaced by an electrical path driving a decade, cryogenically cooled nanomechanical
second pump laser, which acts as a force actuator oscillators coupled to an electronic readout have
by the mechanical motion (34).
It is important to note that cooling of mechan- on the mirror.
been steadily approaching the quantum regime
Finally, although originally conceived as a (19, 52, 53). Cavity optomechanical systems exical oscillators is also possible using electronic
(active) feedback (10, 11, 29, 45). This scheme is potential limitation in gravitational wave detec- hibit high readout sensitivity, in principle already
similar to “stochastic cooling” (46) of ions in tion, the parametric instability (blue detuned opera- sufficient to detect the minute zero-point motion
storage rings and uses a “pick-up” (in the form of tion of the pump wave) can also be understood as of a mesoscopic system. The main challenge toward
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observing quantum phenomena in cavity optomechanical systems lies in reducing the mechanical mode thermal occupation. Using conventional
cryogenic cooling, the latter is challenging (1 MHz,
corresponding to a temperature of only 50 mK).
However, in principle, cooling to these temperatures and even lower is possible with the use of
optomechanical back-action cooling.
If a sufficiently low occupancy of the mechanical oscillator is reached (using, for instance,
a combination of cryogenic precooling and backaction laser cooling), quantum phenomena of a
mesoscopic mechanical object may arise. For
example, the quantum back-action by photons
could become observable (54) or signatures of the
quantum ground state. Moreover, the interaction of
cold mechanics and a light field can give rise to
squeezing of the optical field (55). This can be
understood by noting that the mechanical oscillator
couples the amplitude and phase quadrature of the
photons. Moreover, the optomechanical coupling
Hamiltonian has been predicted to allow quantum
nondemolition measurement of the intracavity
photon number (56, 57). The coupling afforded
by radiation pressure might even allow the
production of squeezed states of mechanical motion. These highly nonintuitive quantum states
have been produced for electromagnetic fields
over the past decades, and producing them in the
mechanical realm would be a notable achievement. Such highly nonclassical states may be possible to generate using measurement-induced
squeezing. In this method (22), one quadrature
component of the mechanical oscillator motion is
measured (and no information of the complementary variable is gained) so as to project the
mechanical oscillator into a squeezed state of
motion. This method (Fig. 4C) involves two incident waves and moreover requires that the mechanical frequency exceeds the cavity decay rate
(the resolved sideband regime). A great deal of
theoretical work has also been devoted to the question of entangling mechanical motion with an
electromagnetic field, or even entangling two mechanical modes. Examples include proposals to
achieve quantum super-positions of a single photon
and a mirror via a “which path” experiment (58) or
entangling two mirrors via radiation pressure (59).
Emerging Cavity Optomechanical Technologies
Cavity optomechanics may also enable advances
in several other areas. First, the ability to provide
targeted cooling of nano- and micromechanical
oscillators (which are otherwise part of devices at
room temperature) bodes well for practical applications because, in principle, conventional cryogenics are unnecessary. Beyond providing a
better understanding of fluctuation and dissipative mechanisms, the fact that high displacement
sensing is an important element of cavity optomechanics will have collateral benefits in other
areas of physics and technology, ranging from
scanning probe techniques (60) to gravitationalwave detection. Moreover, the ability to create
all-optical photonic oscillators on a chip with
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narrow linewidth and at microwave oscillation
frequencies may have applications in radio
frequency–photonics. Equally important, cavity
optomechanical systems already exhibit strong
nonlinearity at small driving amplitudes, which
offer new functions related to optical mixing
(61). Finally, although all current interest is focused on radiation-pressure coupling, cavity optomechanical systems based on gradient forces
are also possible. Although aimed at a separate
set of applications, there has been substantial
progress directed toward gradient-force control
of mechanical structures using cavity optomechanical effects (62–64).
Summary
The interaction of mechanical and optical degrees
of freedom by radiation pressure is experiencing
a paradigm shift in control and measurement of
mechanical motion. Radiation-pressure coupling
has opened an extremely broad scope of possibilities, both applied and fundamental in nature.
With the continued trends toward miniaturization
and dissipation reduction, radiation pressure can
become an increasingly important phenomenon
that will probably allow advances, both in terms
of technology as well as in fundamental science.
It may well provide a way to probe the quantum
regime of mechanical systems and give rise to
entirely new ways of controlling mechanics, light,
or both. It also seems likely that beyond precision
measurement, there will be new technologies that
leverage cooling and amplification.
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